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A B S T R A C T

GABAergic interneuron dysfunction has been implicated in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), autism, and schizo-
phrenia. Inhibitory interneuron progenitors transplanted into the hippocampus of rodents with TLE provide
varying degrees of seizure suppression. We investigated whether human embryonic stem cell (hESC)-derived
interneuron progenitors (hESNPs) could differentiate, correct hippocampal-dependent spatial memory deficits,
and suppress seizures in a pilocarpine-induced TLE mouse model. We found that transplanted ventralized
hESNPs differentiated into mature GABAergic interneurons and became electrophysiologically active with ma-
ture firing patterns. Some mice developed hESNP-derived tumor-like NSC clusters. Mice with transplants showed
significant improvement in the Morris water maze test, but transplants did not suppress seizures. The limited
effects of the human GABAergic interneuron progenitor grafts may be due to cell type heterogeneity within the
transplants.

1. Introduction

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is characterized by mild to severe
convulsive seizures, aberrant neurogenesis, mossy fiber sprouting,
sclerosis and interneuron dysfunction (Parent and Murphy, 2013) and
affects approximately 3.4 million individuals in the United States. TLE
patients experience seizures that originate in the mesial temporal lobe,
primarily affecting hippocampal function. The direct causes of TLE are
not fully understood; however traumatic brain injury, stroke, tumors
and focal lesions have been associated with the disease (Cascino et al.,
1992; Wolf et al., 1993). Interneuron loss and inhibitory neural circuit
dysfunction are thought to be key to epileptogenesis and development
of temporal lobe seizures (de Lanerolle et al., 1989; de Lanerolle et al.,
2010, 2012). TLE patients and animal models commonly exhibit be-
havioral and cognitive changes, including learning and memory deficits
(Hermann et al., 2002; Jokeit and Ebner, 1999). While antiepileptic
drugs can be effective at suppressing seizures in a subset of patients,
they do little to repair dysfunctional neural circuitry, and approxi-
mately one third of patients are refractory to drug-based therapies. For

many patients, surgical removal of the hippocampus is the only option.
The lack of effective treatment options led to attempts to develop ef-
fective cell replacement therapies using GABAergic interneuron pro-
genitors (Parent and Murphy, 2013).

There are two potential sources of interneuron progenitors: fetal
material or pluripotent stem cells (PSCs). Cells can be isolated from the
embryonic ventral forebrain region known as the medial ganglionic
eminence (MGE), the major source of parvalbumin (PV)- and soma-
tostatin (SST)-expressing interneurons affected in TLE (Anderson et al.,
2001; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Shetty and Hattiangady, 2007). During
embryonic development, MGE-derived interneuron progenitors are
generated in an environment of high sonic hedgehog (SHH) con-
centration, characterized by the expression of the transcription factor
NKX2.1 (Sussel et al., 1999). Knockout of SHH signaling in E12.5 mice
results in failure to initiate and maintain expression of NKX2.1, leading
to a deficiency in PV and SST cortical interneurons (Machold et al.,
2003; Xu et al., 2005). Some interneuron progenitors are also generated
in the caudal ganglionic eminence (CGE), the lateral ganglionic emi-
nence (LGE), and the preoptic area (PoA) (Flames et al., 2007; Gelman
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and Marin, 2010; Hansen et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2013).
Fetal MGE-derived GABAergic progenitors grafted to the hippo-

campus of adult epileptic rodent models can differentiate, suppress
seizures, and correct spatial memory deficits (Baraban et al., 2009;
Hammad et al., 2015; Henderson et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2013; Loscher
et al., 1998; Waldau et al., 2010; Zipancic et al., 2010), highlighting the
potential of embryo-derived GABAergic interneuron progenitors for the
treatment of TLE. However, the use of human fetal material would be
costly, fraught with ethical concerns, and challenging to standardize.
We, and others, have therefore focused on generating GABAergic in-
terneuron progenitors from a PSC source (Cunningham et al., 2014;
Germain et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; Maroof et al., 2013; Nicholas
et al., 2013).

Identification of the conditions that specify interneuron progenitors
during early embryonic development has directed the design of proto-
cols that promote differentiation of PSCs into interneuron progenitors in
vitro. These approaches typically involve treatment with SHH and the
Smoothened agonist purmorphamine (Pur) to ventralize the neural
stem cell (NSC) population. Combinatorial BMP and TGF-β inhibition,
followed by SHH treatment, promotes production of MGE-like inter-
neuron progenitors while inhibiting dorsal and CGE-like cell types (Li
et al., 2009). An appropriate SHH treatment window, duration, and
concentration is essential for generating specific interneuron progenitor
subtypes in vitro (Germain et al., 2013; Goulburn et al., 2012; Kim et al.,
2014; Maroof et al., 2013; Nicholas et al., 2013; Tyson et al., 2015).
Numerous studies have shown that both embryonic stem cell (ESC) and
induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived interneuron progenitors
can differentiate into interneurons and display mature electro-
physiological properties both in vitro and in vivo (Chen et al., 2016;
Germain et al., 2013; Goulburn et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2013a; Liu et al., 2013b; Maroof et al., 2013; Nicholas et al., 2013).

To test the efficacy of PSC-derived interneuron therapies, in vitro-
derived interneuron progenitors have been transplanted into rodent
models of schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, bladder dysfunction and
neuropathic pain from spinal cord injury, and TLE (Chohan and Moore,
2016; Cunningham et al., 2014; Etlin et al., 2016; Fandel et al., 2016;
Shetty and Bates, 2016). In a study designed to test whether human
ESC-derived GABAergic interneuron progenitors would integrate into
the hippocampus of pilocarpine-induced TLE mice, ESC-derived GA-
BAergic progenitors transplanted to the hippocampus suppressed sei-
zures over a brief time period (Cunningham et al., 2014). Suppression
was attributed to transplant-derived inhibitory currents onto en-
dogenous hippocampal neurons.

We previously reported a monolayer culture system for differ-
entiation of MGE-like interneuron progenitors from hESCs (Germain
et al., 2013) and substantiated this cell type identity using tran-
scriptome profiling and in vitro long-term differentiation into inter-
neuron subtypes (Chen et al., 2016). Here, we investigated the ability of
hESNPs to mature, correct behavioral deficits, and suppress seizures in
status epilepticus (SE) mice. We show that hESNPs grafted into the
hippocampus of SE mice differentiate into mature inhibitory inter-
neuron subtypes. A subset of animals that received hESNP transplants
developed tumor-like clusters that contained some NSCs, but were
comprised primarily of mature neurons. Grafted cells exhibited five
different types of firing patterns including highly adapting, fast-spiking,
bursting, accommodating, and non-accommodating patterns. Cells also
showed inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSCs) as well as excitatory
post-synaptic currents (EPSCs). We observed significant improvement
in the spatial memory of SE mice that received transplants. EEG ana-
lyses conducted continuously for a 4-week period, showed no statisti-
cally significant effect on seizure suppression. These effects were not
due to tumor-like NSC clusters or failure of the human interneuron
progenitors to engraft and migrate in the host brains, because sig-
nificant numbers of ESNPs differentiated into neurons that displayed
mature electrophysiological properties.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Neural induction and differentiation

Neural differentiation and long-term astrocyte-hESNP co-culture
were conducted as described (Chen et al., 2016). Differentiating cells
were treated with LDN, SHH and Pur. After 18 days, differentiating
colonies were plated onto polyL/laminin-coated substrates for further
characterization, for long-term co-culture, or frozen in liquid nitrogen
for subsequent transplantation.

2.2. Neural progenitor transplantation

All experiments involving the use of animals were performed in
accordance with the approved Wesleyan University Animal Care and
Use Committee protocols and in accordance with the National Institute
of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Mice used for transplantation were anesthetized using isoflurane gas
and carefully monitored throughout the duration of the procedure.
After 22–30 days in culture, hESNPs were stereotactically injected bi-
laterally into the hippocampus of adult NSG mice using a Quintessential
injector at the following coordinates: (A/P-2.4, M/L-2.2, D/V-2.2, 2.0).
100,000 cells suspended in 1 μL of media were injected into each hip-
pocampus over a 5-min period.

2.3. Pilocarpine and drug administration

At the time of seizure induction, male and female mice were 6 weeks
of age and 18-22 g body weight and maintained on a 12-h light/dark
cycle with constant temperature, food and water. Seizures were induced
as described previously using a dose of 280mg/kg (Henderson et al.,
2014). One hour following the onset of SE, midazolam was injected to
attenuate SE. Ringer's solution was administered, and the mice were
returned to individual cages and monitored daily. Two weeks after SE
induction, each mouse underwent two weeks of continuous video
monitoring using a LOREX system to verify the occurrence of sponta-
neous recurrent seizures (SRS).

2.4. Electrode implantation and Video-Electroencephalography (V-EEG)

Surgical implantation of subdural electrodes and V-EEG was per-
formed as described previously, with slight modifications (Henderson
et al., 2014). Continuous V-EEG recordings were conducted approxi-
mately 3months after transplantation for 30 days. Synchronized video-
EEG recordings were captured using either Stellate Harmonie V-EEG
system or Pinnacle Technology EEG systems. EEGs were time-syn-
chronized with continuous Mpeg4 video recordings. We employed
software algorithms for seizure detection (see supplemental experi-
mental procedures). Ictal events were identified from the V-EEG re-
cordings as generalized discharges of high-frequency, high-voltage
polyspikes lasting longer than 10 s. Each seizure was manually verified
by trained observers from the corresponding video recordings.

2.5. Behavior analysis - Morris water maze

Spatial memory encoding and recall in SE-induced control and
hESNP-transplant NSG mice were assessed using the Morris water maze.
The tank was virtually divided into 4 quadrants and the designated
platform area through the tracking program ANY-maze, which mon-
itored mouse behavior through a ceiling-mounted camera above the
tank during training and testing. Training was divided into 5 con-
secutive days, starting with two days of cued learning in which the
platform was marked with a red striped flagpole followed by three days
of uncued learning with an unmarked platform. Twenty-four hours after
the last training trial, mice were given 2 probe trial sessions, lasting 60 s
each. During the probe trial, the platform was removed from the water
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maze and each mouse was lowered into the center of the water maze
and allowed to swim for the full 60 s before being rescued, dried, and
returned to the appropriate home cage.

2.6. Cell and tissue collection

Embryonic stem cell derived neural progenitors were fixed with
3.7% formaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 10min. For
tissue collection, mice were given a lethal dose of pentobarbital
(100mg/kg) and transcardially perfused using 4% paraformaldehyde;
the brain was then dissected and post fixed overnight, embedded and
cryosectioned at a thickness of 12 μm.

2.7. Immunocytochemistry/Immunohistochemistry

For immunocytochemistry, permeabilization was performed with
0.5% PBS-Triton X-100. Blocking was conducted using 5% Serum in
0.1% PBS-Triton X-100 with 2% bovine serum albumin for 1 h at room
temperature. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at
4 °C, washed, and incubated with secondary antibody at room tem-
perature for 1 h. Nuclear counterstain was performed using Hoechst
33342. See supplemental procedures for details and modifications and a
list of antibodies used in this study.

2.8. Imaging and quantification

For cell counts, 4–6 random fields were imaged, total nuclei were
counted for each field, and the number and percent of nuclei expressing
markers of interest were counted. HuNu- or mCherry/RFP-positive cells
in each brain section were counted to identify transplanted human
cells. Biocytin filled cells were processed and reconstructed using
Adobe Photoshop.

2.9. Electrophysiological analysis and optical methods

Slice preparation and electrophysiology were conducted in ac-
cordance with Henderson-Gupta et al., 2014; also see supplemental
procedures. Briefly, hESNPs were identified using GFP and/or mCherry
expression. Whole-cell current clamp recordings were performed under
IR-DIC using pipettes filled with intracellular solution. Voltage changes
were measured in response to graded positive and negative current
injections of 500ms duration. Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings
were performed under IR-DIC using pipettes filled with intracellular
solution at +10mV or -70mV to measure spontaneous IPSCs or EPSCs,
respectively. Spontaneous postsynaptic currents were blocked with
subsequent application of CNQX. Analog signals were digitized at the
sampling rate of 40 kHz using an Intrutech ITC-18 and captured with
IGOR software.

2.10. Data and statistical analyses

2.10.1. EEG analysis
The average frequency, duration, and severity of seizures were

compared between SE mice with hESNP transplants vs. control SE mice
that had injections of cell culture media into the hippocampus. Seizure
data from the entire recording interval for each mouse were included in
the analyses. A negative binomial model, which takes into account the
differences in the duration of V-EEG recording interval in each mouse,
was used to test for differences in seizure frequency between the
groups. A two-tailed student t-test was used to compare the average
duration of seizures. A mixed model was used to compare seizure se-
verity between treatment groups.

2.10.2. Behavior
Analysis was performed using ANY-maze to determine swim speed,

swim path length, time spent in each quadrant, escape latency, latency

to first platform crossing during probe, and number of platform area
entries during probe trials. Data were further analyzed in SPSS for
statistics. The two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare
latency over time during training between experimental groups while a
student t-test was used to compare single day probe trial performance
values between naïve mice, media injected controls and transplant
mice. Mice with confirmed hESNP-derived neural tumor-like NSC
clusters were excluded from behavioral data analysis.

2.10.3. Electrophysiology
Current clamp recordings were analyzed with IGOR software to

measure the AP rate, half-width, adaptation, repolarization speed and
Rin. An ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison test was utilized to
compare electrophysiological characteristics.

3. Results

3.1. hESNPs mature into interneuron subtypes in vitro

hESNPs generated using a previously described protocol were 98%
nestin and 92% Musashi-1 (Msi1) positive NSCs between day 18 and 21
of differentiation (Fig. 1A, B) (Chen et al., 2016; Germain et al., 2013).
Based upon immunocytochemical analysis, 55% of the NSCs expressed
the interneuron progenitor marker NKX2.1:GFP, and about 9% ex-
pressed the neuronal marker MAP2 at day 18 of differentiation (Fig. 1A,
C), indicating that at this early time point, the ventralized population
primarily consisted of immature NSCs. After 14 weeks in co-culture
with mouse astrocytes, 70% of the surviving cells were derived from the
hESCs, based upon expression of human nuclear antigen (HuNu), but
this decreased to 50% after 17 weeks, indicating decline in survival of
human cells (Fig. 1D, E). 30% of HuNu positive cells continued to ex-
press the interneuron progenitor marker NKX2.1:GFP at 14 and
17weeks of differentiation (Fig. 1D, F). Down-regulation of
NKX2.1:GFP expression from 55% at day 18 to 30% at 14 and 17 weeks
is consistent with the pattern observed upon maturation of cortical
interneurons in the mouse embryonic brain (Fig. 1A, D). As the per-
centage of cells positive for NKX2.1:GFP decreased, the percentage of
HuNu expressing cells that co-expressed MAP2 increased to 81.3%
(Fig. 1A, D, G), confirming maturation of hESNPs over time. Of the
mature HuNu/MAP2 double-positive cell population, 82.5% and 73.1%
expressed the neurotransmitter GABA, respectively, at 14 and 17weeks
(Fig. 1D, H), suggesting most of the hESC-derived neurons are in-
hibitory. Additionally, after 14 and 17weeks in vitro, 30–45% of HuNu/
MAP2 double-positive cells expressed the interneuron subtype marker
calbindin (CB), while SST expression increased from 5.8% to 14.8%
(Fig. 1D, J). We also observed expression of calretinin (CR)/
NKX2.1:GFP double-positive ‘MGE-like’ hESC-derived neurons as well
as CR-positive/NKX2.1: GFP negative ‘CGE-like’ interneurons after
17 weeks in culture (Fig. 1K-K′). Our differentiation protocol yields
55–60% NKX2.1 positive interneuron progenitors, expected to produce
MGE-like interneurons, while the remaining 40–45% of the population
that is NKX2.1 negative could generate the CGE-like interneuron po-
pulation observed. We assayed for PV positive cells but did not detect
any at 14 and 17weeks; however,< 1% of hESC-derived neurons ex-
pressed PV after 20 weeks (data not shown).

To further examine neuronal maturation, we investigated expres-
sion of synaptic proteins using immunocytochemistry. At 17 weeks in
vitro, we detected expression of synapsin and synaptic vesicle 2 protein
(SV2) along the soma and dendrites of hESC-derived NKX2.1:GFP po-
sitive neurons co-cultured with mouse cortical astrocytes (Fig. 1L- M′).
Using patch clamp analysis, we tested the ability of the hESC-derived
neurons to fire action potentials (APs) at 10–20weeks of culture
(Fig. 1N). Ten of the 23 cells patched did not evoke APs in response to
current injection (data not shown). Following 50pA current injection
over 500ms duration, patched cells fired a single AP at 10 weeks of
differentiation (Fig. 1O) and a burst of APs that display an
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accommodating phenotype at 12 and 14weeks of differentiation
(Fig. 1P-Q). Though not statistically significant, the number of APs
evoked in response to current injection gradually increased between 10
and 15weeks (Fig. 1R), consistent with increasing electrophysiological
maturity over time. The inability of some cells to fire a train of APs at
14 weeks of differentiation indicates heterogeneity of the hESC-derived
cell population. Overall, these data indicate that hESNPs are able to
differentiate into mature neurons expressing synaptic proteins and
capable of firing APs.

3.2. hESNPs differentiate into mature GABAergic interneurons after
transplantation

To assess hESNP survival, cells were initially transplanted into the
DG of naïve mice (Fig. S1). At the time of transplantation, 98% and 92%
of the cells were nestin and Musashi-positive respectively and 55% of
the neural progenitors expressed NKX2.1:GFP (Fig. 1A). Following in-
itial transplantation, hESNP survival rates, calculated as percent of

injected cells (in mice that did not display tumor-like clusters), were
60.6% ± 8.3% (n=3) at 16 weeks post-transplantation. At 15 weeks
after transplantation, NKX2.1:GFP/Ubi:RFP positive cells were located
throughout the hilus of the DG (Fig. S2AeC) and on either side of the
granule cell layer (Fig. S2DeH). Overall, transplantation of hESNPs into
naïve mice indicated good survival, differentiation, and dispersal of
cells throughout the DG. Additional transplantation experiments were
performed in mice with pilocarpine-induced SE. Seizure activity, elec-
trophysiology and immunohistochemical analyses were conducted at
various time points 6 to 24 weeks post-transplantation (Fig. 2A). Re-
constructions of bilaterally transplanted RFP-positive hESNPs in the
hippocampus of SE mice at 6 weeks (Fig. S2I) verified survival of
transplanted cells in the DG. Grafted cells were primarily located in the
dorsal (Fig. S2J) to medial (Fig. S2K) half of the hippocampus after
16.5 weeks in vivo. HuNu-expressing cells, positive for NKX2.1:GFP,
were located in the DG of the hippocampus (Fig. 2B). Expression of
nestin (Fig. 2C, O) and DCX (Fig. 2D, O) confirmed that 6 weeks after
transplantation, 37% of transplanted RFP-positive cells remained as

Fig. 1. hESNPs mature into interneuron subtypes in vitro.
A) Immunocytochemistry-based quantification of differentiation day (DD) 21 hESNPs. B-C) Representative photomicrograph of hESNPs at DD 30 in vitro, scale
bars= 100 μm. D) Immunocytochemistry-based quantification of hESC-derived neurons co-cultured with mouse cortical astrocytes, error bars SD, **= p < .005,
*= p < .05. E- M′) Representative photomicrographs of co-cultured neurons at 17weeks of differentiation, scale bars E-K= 25 μm, L=M′=20 μm. MGE-like
NKX2.1: GFP/CR-double-positive cells (K′, white arrowheads) and CGE-like NKX2.1: GFP-negative/CR-positive (K′, white arrow). N) DIC image of hESC-derived cell
undergoing patch clamp recording. O-Q) Representative electrophysiological recordings from hESC-derived neurons following current injection over 500ms
duration. R) Scatter plot showing increasing number of action potentials evoked in response to current injection over time.
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NSCs. Continued expression of NKX2.1:GFP (Fig. 2E), DLX2 (Fig. 2F),
and LHX6 (Fig. 2G) 6 weeks after transplantation confirmed inhibitory
progenitor cell identity.

Despite persistence of an interneuron progenitor population,
30–40% of transplanted cells became mature Hu- (Fig. 2H, O; S1D″)
and NeuN- (Fig. 2I, O; S1D″′) positive neurons by 6 weeks. Over time,
transplanted hESNPs continued to differentiate, as the percentage of Hu
and NeuN expressing cells increased from 40% and 31% at 6 weeks
(Fig. 2O), to 80% and 65%, respectively, by 16weeks. As the cells
matured, they began to produce GABA (Fig. 2J), verifying the in-
hibitory identity of some of the differentiated interneurons. Further-
more, we identified SST (Fig. 2K, O; S1E″), CB (Fig. 2L, O; S1E′) and CR
(Fig. 2M, O) interneuron subtypes as early as 6 weeks post-transplan-
tation. SST positive cells increased from<1% at 6 weeks (Fig. 2O), to
over 10% at 16 weeks (Fig. 2P). Similarly, the percent of CB expressing
cells doubled from 10% at 6 weeks (Fig. 2O) to 20% at 16 weeks
(Fig. 2P). While PV expression was not detected at 6 or 16 weeks, small
clusters of cells expressing PV were present 22 weeks after transplan-
tation into naïve mice (Fig. S3F). We assayed for the oligodendrocyte
marker OLIG2, and found< 1% OLIG2 positive cells (Fig. 2N, O) after
6 weeks, consistent with the absence of glial derivatives. Overall, fol-
lowing transplantation of hESNPs to the hippocampus, we saw a similar
profile of differentiation as observed with in vitro long-term cultures.
For example, SST-, CB-, and CR-expressing interneurons emerged after
12 weeks of differentiation both in vitro and in vivo.

3.3. hESC-derived tumor-like NSC clusters in some naive and SE mice are
composed of mixtures of NSCs and mature interneurons

The major disadvantages of transplanting neural progenitors from a
pluripotent source are possible teratocarcinoma formation from

undifferentiated cells and tumor formation from immature cells. We
observed that batches of transplanted cells produced tumor-like NSC
clusters in naive (29%) and SE animals (18%). The main distinguishing
feature utilized to characterize tumors was the presence of rosette-like
proliferative NSC clusters. In addition, some cell overgrowths caused
disruption of brain structures and transplanted cells were not well in-
tegrated. In some animals that received bilateral transplants (Fig. 3A-
B), we observed NSC cluster formation in only one hemisphere
(Fig. 3B). Some NSC clusters exhibited well-defined borders (Fig. 3B),
while others appeared more dispersed throughout the hippocampus and
surrounding brain regions (Fig. S3A).

Importantly, all HuNu-positive cells within the NSC clusters were
negative for the expression of the pluripotency marker OCT4, the en-
doderm marker Troma1, and the mesodermal cell marker smooth
muscle actin (SMA) (Fig. 3C-E), indicating that they were not ter-
atocarcinomas. To further characterize the tumor-like NSC clusters, we
tested whether they contained proliferative cells as late as 12–24 weeks
after transplantation and found that between 4 and 10% of the cells
were Ki67-positive (Fig. 3F), indicating that there was a persistent
population of dividing cells. Moreover, approximately 30% of cells
within clusters were NSCs, identified by nestin expression (Fig. 3H),
and these cells could self-organize into neural rosette-like structures
(Fig. 3H, dotted white line), with a surrounding zone of more mature
cells, reminiscent of proliferative zones observed in cerebral organoids
(Lancaster et al., 2013).

Although proliferative nestin-positive cells were identified in some
mice, a majority of the HuNu-positive cells in transplants with tumor-
like NSC clusters expressed neuronal markers characteristic of differ-
entiating human neurons including, DCX, β-III tubulin, Hu, and NeuN
(Fig. 3I-L, Fig. S3 B-D) and interneuron markers NKX2.1: GFP, DLX2,
LHX6, CB, CR, and SST (Fig. 3M-Q, S3). The hippocampus containing

Fig. 2. hESNPs differentiate into mature GABAergic interneurons after transplantation into SE mice. See also Figs. S1 and S2.
A) Transplant scheme. B-N) Representative immunohistochemistry photomicrographs of transplanted hESNPs at 16 weeks, scale bars, B= 100 μm, C-N=20 μm. O-
P) Immunohistochemistry-based quantification at 6 (n=1) and 16weeks (n=3) post-transplantation. Error bars show S.E.M.
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tumor-like NSC clusters generally contained a higher proportion of
NSCs and DCX-positive migratory neuroblasts, while the hippocampus
with no visible NSC clusters had a greater percentage of mature neu-
rons. After longer periods following transplantation, discrete clusters of
neurons (Fig. S3A, white box), emerged within the transplants, con-
taining interneuron subsets that expressed DLX2, PV, and CB (Fig. S3 B-
G), but no VIP, CR, LHX6, OLIG2, or SST (Fig. S3 H-L). In other do-
mains, clustered expression was found for different subtypes of MGE-
like forebrain interneurons expressing CR, SST, and DLX2 (Fig. S3M-O).
These findings suggest that the proliferating NSCs give rise to clusters of
functionally related cells within the transplant. Overall, our data in-
dicate that hESC-derived hESNPs maintain a population of dividing
NSCs that have the potential to generate tumor-like NSC clusters after
transplantation into the brain.

3.4. Transplanted hESNPs differentiate into mature electrophysiologically
active neurons

To investigate the maturation and synaptic activity of hESNPs, we
performed whole-cell patch clamp recordings of transplanted cells in
hippocampal slices. We patched a total of 126 transplanted cells, of
these, 86 biocytin-filled cells were recovered for morphological ima-
ging. Fourteen of the recorded neurons were from transplants in epi-
leptic mice, 112 were from transplants in naïve mice and 100 were
localized in tumor-like clusters. Cells that evoked fewer than three APs
were excluded from further analyses. Based upon varying firing pat-
terns, the cells were divided into five categories, Types IeV (Fig. 4A, S4-
S5). Type I cells (17.3%) displayed highly adapting firing patterns, Type
II cells (3.7%) resembled fast-spiking interneurons, Type III cells
(11.1%) exhibited initial burst firing, Type IV cells (29.5%) displayed
strong accommodating firing patterns and Type V cells (37.3%) dis-
played little to no accommodating firing patterns. Type III, IV, and V

were further subdivided into two groups, with and without after-hy-
perpolarization (AHP). The larger AHP among different cells within
groups III-V is suggestive of a greater number of KCa channels. Type I
cells had significantly lower AP rates than Types II-V, and also dis-
played higher half-widths, higher adaptations, and slower repolariza-
tion speeds, indicating a more immature cell population (Fig. 4B,
Table 1). Type II cells exhibited high AP rates, small AP half-widths, fast
AHP, low adaptations, high repolarization speeds, and low input re-
sistance, consistent with the characteristics of endogenous fast-spiking
cells (Fig. 4B, Table 1). When compared to Type I cells, Types IV and V
cells displayed significantly higher AP rates, suggesting that these
groups were composed of more mature transplanted cells (Fig. 4B,
Table 1). Notably, Type IV consisted of two cells (indicated by the as-
terisk, Fig. S4) that displayed some degree of negative adaptation.
Overall, as the AP rate increased between the cell types, there was a
decrease in adaptation, and an increase in repolarization speed, al-
lowing for a greater number of APs to be evoked over the stimulus
duration.

Voltage clamp recordings at -70mV and+10mV revealed both
EPSCs and IPSCs in hESNPs (Fig. 4C). The average time constant (τ) for
EPSCs was 4.48 ± 0.91ms and for IPSCs was 27.8 ± 2.1ms, calcu-
lated with single exponential curve fitting. Likewise, EPSCs recorded at
-70mV were abolished with the application of 10 μM CNQX (AMPA
receptor antagonist) (Fig. 4D), indicating that hESNPs were receiving
excitatory synaptic inputs.

3.5. SE mice with hESNP transplants show significant improvements in
cognition at 6 and 10 weeks post-transplantation

Pilocarpine-induced SE in rodents results in significant impairments
in tests of spatial memory (Muller et al., 2009). Moreover, studies have
reported that mouse or human interneuron grafts can ameliorate

Fig. 3. hESC-derived tumor-like NSC clusters in some naive and SE mice are composed of mixtures of NSCs and mature interneurons. See also Fig. S3.
A-B) Photomicrograph of HuNu positive cells (red) in each hemisphere of a single mouse brain 12 weeks after transplantation, scale bars= 100 μm. C-R)
Representative photomicrographs of transplanted HuNu-positive hESC-derived cells. Dotted and solid white lines in panel H highlight nestin positive NSC clusters,
scale bars= 50 μm. S) Immunohistochemistry-based quantification of transplanted cells with and without tumor-like NSC clusters. Note: Due to the small size of the
transplant in hippocampus 1, we were unable to ascertain percentages of DLX2, LHX6, OLIG2 and SST.
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aspects of memory impairment and other comorbid behavioral im-
pairments associated with TLE, such as increased aggression
(Cunningham et al., 2014; Maisano et al., 2012). To examine whether
our SE mice with hESNP hippocampal transplants showed cognitive
improvements in spatial memory, we tested naïve controls, SE mice

with media injections, and SE mice with transplants on the Morris water
maze, a hippocampal-dependent spatial memory test. During the 5 day
training period, SE mice with transplanted cells showed significantly
shorter latencies when compared to media controls (two-way Repeated
Measures ANOVA, p < .05; Fig. 5A). During the probe trials conducted

Fig. 4. Transplanted hESNPs differentiate into mature electrophysiologically active neurons. See also Figs. S4 and S5.
A) The analyzed electrophysiological recordings (n=80) were subdivided into five categories based on their firing patterns. Type 1 (n=14), Type II (n= 3), Type
III (n=9), Type IV (n=24), Type V (n=30). Representative firing patterns of each type (left) and their corresponding morphologies (right). Type III, IV and V were
further subdivided into two groups, scale bars= 50 μm. B) Graphs showing AP rate, AP half-width, adaptation, repolarization speed, and input resistance (Rin) of the
five different firing types. Results are represented as mean ± SEM (ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison test, **** p < .0001, *** p < .001, **P < .01,
*P < .05). C) Voltage clamp recordings of transplanted hESNPs at -70mV and+10mV show EPSCs and IPSCs, respectively. (C′) Enlarged views of individual EPSCs
and IPSCs indicated by asterisk. D) EPSCs recorded at -70mV were abolished with the application of 10 μM CNQX. AHP=After hyperpolarization.
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at 6-weeks, SE mice with transplanted cells showed significantly shorter
latencies to first platform crossing (Student's t-test, *p < .05,
**p < .03; Fig. 5C), and an increased number of platform crossings
(Student's t-test, *p < .05; Fig. 5D), consistent with improved hippo-
campal-dependent spatial learning. Additionally, mice with transplants
spent significantly more time in the target quadrant compared to the
opposite and adjacent quadrants during the probe trial, when compared
to media controls that did not show a preference for quadrant location
(ANOVA ***p < .01, *P < .05) (Fig. 5E, S6E). Naive controls swam a
total of 18.487±0.3185meters (m) at a swim speed of
0.308± 0.0053m/s(s), SE mice with media injections swam
17.802± 0.6565m at a swim speed of 0.2967±0.0109m/s, and SE
mice with transplanted cells swam 18.367± 0.3932m at a swim speed
of 0.3061±0.0066m/s (Swim Path Length p= .5493, ANOVA; Swim
Speed p= .5453, ANOVA). Swim distance and speed for all three
treatment groups were comparable, suggesting that increased dwell
times in the platform quadrant were the result of improved cognitive
memory in SE mice with transplants. Mice were retested at 10 weeks
and memory improvements in SE mice with transplants were main-
tained during the training phase (two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA,
p < .05; Fig. S6A). Additionally, at 10 weeks, transplant mice con-
tinued to show significantly lower latencies to first platform crossing
during the probe trial (Student's t-test, **p < .03, ***p < .01; Fig.
S6C), and spent significantly more time in the target quadrant, however
they did not show significant improvements in the number of platform
crossings (Fig. S6D). Representative ANY-maze swim path plots of an-
imals from the three treatment groups at the beginning (Day 1) and end
(Day 5) of training and during the probe trial suggest that SE mice with
transplants showed improved search strategies compared to media
controls at both time points (Fig. 5B; S6B). Overall, these data show
that SE mice with transplants exhibited improved hippocampal-de-
pendent spatial memory at six and ten weeks.

3.6. SE mice with hippocampal transplants of hESNPs did not show
reductions in seizure frequency, duration, or severity compared with SE mice
without transplants

To determine whether transplanted hESNPs suppressed seizures in
SE mice, we conducted continuous V-EEG recordings comparing SE
mice with control media injections to SE mice that received hippo-
campal hESNP transplants. EEG traces show interictal and seizure ac-
tivity in an SE mouse with a control media injection and an SE mouse
with transplant (Fig. 6A). Both the media injected control and the SE
mouse with a transplant displayed similar electrographic activity
during seizures. To determine whether mice with hESNP transplants
showed similar patterns of seizures compared to the controls, we
plotted seizures per day for 39 mice (21 SE mice with media injections;
18 SE mice with hESNP transplants, including 3 mice that developed
neural tumor-like NSC clusters). All of the mice had confirmed spon-
taneous recurrent seizures and at least eleven days of continuous V-EEG
recording (the mean recording interval for all of the mice was 31 days;
in the control SE mice, the mean interval of recording was 29 days
(SD ± 6.4), the minimum was 19 days and the maximum was 40 days.

For the SE mice with hESNP transplants, the mean interval of recording
was 32 days (SD ± 6.5), the minimum was 11 days, and the maximum
was 40 days. An additional 7 SE mice were excluded from EEG analyses
due to insufficient recording intervals of< 11 days.

The SE mice exhibited variable numbers of seizures within and
between groups, and Fig. 6B shows this range in 10 representative mice
(5 media injected and 5 mice with transplants). SE mice from both the
control and experimental groups displayed clustered patterns of spon-
taneous recurrent seizures, with comparable variation between groups.
To test whether the transplants reduced the incidence of seizures, we
compared the average number of seizures/day for the entire interval of
EEG recording in control SE mice to SE mice with hESNP transplants.
Comparing treatment groups, we found no significant differences in the
average number of seizures/day (p= .17, negative binomial, Fig. 6C).
The 3 SE mice with transplant-derived tumor-like NSC clusters (Fig. 6C,
unfilled triangles), displayed similar numbers of seizures per day, sug-
gesting cell clustering in these mice did not appear to alter the in-
cidence of seizures. To determine whether the mice with hESNP
transplants showed reduced seizure severity, we analyzed the average
duration of seizures between groups. The results showed no significant
effects of transplants on seizure duration (p= .67, Student's t-test,
Fig. 6D). Furthermore, behavioral scoring of seizure severity using the
modified Racine scale showed no significant differences between the
treatment groups (p= .24, mixed model, Fig. 6E). Mice with similar-
sized transplants (n=3) containing cells with comparable hESNP dif-
ferentiation displayed substantial variations in both the total number of
seizures and the average number of seizures per day. Overall, our data
indicate that the hESNP transplants in SE mice did not reduce seizures.
Given that our grafts contained considerable numbers of immature
neural progenitors and more mature neuronal types, these findings
suggest that despite the presence of functionally mature neurons, the
differentiated neurons were not sufficiently functionally integrated into
the hippocampus to provide levels of inhibition required to suppress
limbic seizures.

4. Discussion

Given the interest in cell replacement therapies for the treatment of
epilepsy, we explored whether an hESC source could produce the ap-
propriate functioning interneuron subtypes and alter the seizure profile
and behavior in a mouse model. We examined the fate of ventralized
hESNPs following in vitro culture with mouse cortical astrocytes, or
transplantation to the hippocampus of naïve and pilocarpine-treated
mice that developed spontaneous recurrent limbic seizures. Our in vitro
analyses showed significant neural maturation over time, with in-
creased neuronal marker expression. In accordance with published re-
ports (Nicholas et al., 2013), maturation of hESNPs required long-term
co-culture with mouse cortical astrocytes. We observed expression of
both MGE-like and CGE-like interneuron markers, consistent with our
previous transcriptome analyses showing higher levels of the CGE
marker COUP-TfiI in the NKX2.1:GFP negative cell population (Chen
et al., 2016).

Transplanted cells required 16–24 weeks to yield 70–85% Hu- and

Table 1
Electrophysiological properties of transplanted cells with five different types of firing patterns.

AP characteristics Type I (n= 14) Type II (n=3) Type III (n= 9) Type IV (n= 24) Type V (n= 30) P < .05

AP rate (Hz) 10.57 ± 0.88 26 ± 10.39 31.11 ± 2.98 30.67 ± 2.38 34.9 ± 2.42 I-IV, IeV, II-III
Half-width (ms) 2.83 ± 0.29 1.3 ± 0.58 2.33 ± 0.24 1.96 ± 0.13 2.28 ± 0.18 I-IV
Adaptation 0.12 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.004 I-II, I-III, I-IV, IeV, III-IV, III-V
Repolarization speed (mV/ms) 18.17 ± 2.95 47.29 ± 0.1 17.66 ± 2.62 25.37 ± 1.65 23.56 ± 1.69 I-II, II-III, II-IV, II-V
Input resistance (GΩ) 1.30 ± 0.31 0.23 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.38 1.26 ± 0.17 0.92 ± 0.14
Accommodation (mV) 19.67 ± 2.95 2.07 ± 0.73 6.79 ± 3.38 32.15 ± 2.17 5.16 ± 0.57 I-II, I-III, I-IV, IeV, II-IV, III-IV, IV-V

Table 1 outlines the six AP characteristics and their values utilized to categorize the firing patterns from patched hESC-derived neurons into five types (Types IeV).
AP=Action potential.
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NeuN- positive neurons that matured into subtypes of GABAergic in-
terneurons after transplantation into either naive or SE mice. We
identified cells with immature APs, although a majority of the cells
displayed mature firing patterns. Despite maturation of many of the
transplanted cells, a proliferative hESNP population remained well
beyond 16weeks, and was likely the source of tumor-like NSC clusters
observed. The extent of neural NSC cluster formation varied for dif-
ferent rounds of cell transplantation, even though all transplants were
performed using ventralized ESNPs differentiated, characterized,

frozen, and stored in aliquots to ensure standardization of transplant
batches. To avoid transplantation of proliferative ESNPs, various stu-
dies used the Notch inhibitor DAPT to promote terminal differentiation
and FACS-mediated isolation to enrich for a more mature cell popula-
tion (Nicholas et al., 2013; Cunningham et al., 2014). In our hands,
both approaches significantly reduced cell viability, with up to a 30%
reduction in cell survival immediately following FACS-isolation,
and< 3% of FACS-isolated cells survived up to 6 weeks post-trans-
plantation. Identification of an interneuron progenitor-specific cell-

Fig. 5. SE mice with hESNP transplants showed significant improvements in cognition at 6 and 10 weeks post-transplantation. See also fig. S6.
A) Escape latencies to platform during training in the Morris water maze for naïve mice, SE mice with media injection and SE mice with hESNP transplants (p < .05,
two-way Repeated Measures Anova) at 6 weeks. B) Representative ANY-maze swim path plots of individual animals from the three treatment groups at the start (Day
1) and end (Day 5) of training and the probe trial. C) Latencies to first platform crossing during the day 6 probe trial (Student's t-test, *p < .05, **p < .03). D) Probe
trial platform crossing for the 3 groups (Student's t-test, *p < .05). E) Probe trial quadrant dwell times for the 3 groups (ANOVA, *p < .05, ***p < .01). Naïve
n=11, SE with media n=17, SE mice with hESNP transplants n=25.
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surface marker could facilitate isolation of a non-genetically modified,
more mature population of MGE-like cells.

Our findings that hESNPs cells differentiated into mature inter-
neurons after transplantation led us to test whether these grafts pro-
moted functional recovery of spatial learning and memory in SE mice.
Cunningham and collegues previously showed that PSC-derived cell
transplants significantly improved cognitive performance in the Y-
maze, a short-term working memory task. Additonally, mice with
transplants spent significantly more time exploring novel objects and
exhibited decreased aggression (Cunningham et al., 2014). However,
they did not assess spatial memory changes in mice with transplants.

The hippocampus plays a major role in both spatial and episodic
learning and memory (Martin and Clark, 2007; Neves et al., 2008;
Squire, 2004) and when lesioned, rodents display decreased ability to
navigate their spatial environment in the Morris water maze (Liu et al.,
1994; Martin and Clark, 2007; Titiz et al., 2014). Using the Morris
water maze test, we observed significant improvements in hippo-
campal-dependent spatial memory in SE mice that had transplants,
when compared to SE mice with media injections, and these effects
were evident as early as 6 weeks after transplantation, well before the
time when the majority of transplanted cells reached maturity. Our data
suggest that significant cognitive improvement in the Morris water

Fig. 6. SE mice with hippocampal transplants of hESNPs were comparable to control SE mice without transplants in terms of seizure frequency, duration, and
severity.
A) Representative EEG traces from SE mice that received either media or transplants of hESNPs. The baseline trace is from the media injected mouse. B) Summary
plots showing seizure frequency vs. day for 10 representative mice. Each graph depicts an individual mouse and the mildest cases are shown on the left; more severe
cases to the right. C) Scatterplot shows average seizures/day for each experimental animal. No significant differences were found between groups in seizures per day
(p= .17, negative binomial). D) Scatter plots of seizure duration. No significant differences were found between groups (p= .67, Student's t-test). Middle bars
indicate the group means; upper and lower bars= S.E.M. Filled triangles represent mice with transplants. Unfilled triangles represent mice with transplant-derived
tumor-like NSC clusters (n= 3). E) Graph showing behavioral scoring of seizure severity based on a modified Racine scale. No significant differences were found
between the treatment groups (p= .41, mixed model). Error bars= S.E.M. Control group receiving media injections, n=21 mice; experimental group receiving
human NSCs, n=18 mice.
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maze task may be due to a minority of mature transplant-derived
neurons integrating into the hippocampus. These cells may act sy-
naptically, or through ambient release of GABA to promote hippo-
campal-dependent learning and memory. Alternatively, the hESNPs
may act through a trophic effect, either by releasing factors that en-
hance learning and memory, or by reducing inflamation which impairs
learning.

Despite improved spatial learning and memory, the SE mice with
transplanted cells did not show significant seizure suppression. Previous
studies reported seizure suppression and increased inhibitory post-sy-
naptic currents in excitatory cells in the vicinity of transplanted inter-
neurons, following transplantation of fetal mouse MGE-derived inter-
neurons (Henderson et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2013). Our EEG analyses
did not show any significant effects of the transplanted cells on seizure
frequency, duration, or severity in SE mice. The presence of tumor-like
NSC clusters does not explain the absence of seizure suppression, given
our observation that mice with no visible tumor-like NSC clusters did
not display transplant-mediated seizure suppression compared to
media-injected controls. Cunningham and colleagues reported reduced
seizure frequencies in SE mice with hESNP-derived interneuron trans-
plants compared to SE media-injected control mice (Cunningham et al.,
2014). Discrepancies between our studies and their work might be at-
tributed to the greater heterogeneity of the cell population that we
transplanted. Cunningham et al. successfully implemented a FACS-
based enrichment step, yielding more mature cells for transplantation.
Of note, pilocarpine treatment leads to clusters of seizures that can only
be observed over weeks of EEG recording (Mazzuferi et al., 2012). We
analyzed on average, about 32 days of continuous EEG recordings for
each SE mouse, as early as 10.8 weeks and as late as 20.8 weeks after
transplantation, in contrast to 5–10 days of EEG recordings per mouse
starting 3months after transplantation by Cunningham et al.. Our ex-
tended EEG studies are more likely to detect spontaneous seizures but
may miss short-term windows of transplant-mediated seizure suppres-
sion, as observed by Cunningham et al., 2014. Alternatively, the
hESNP-derived GABAergic interneurons in our study may not have
formed synaptic connections with host neurons involved in seizure
propogation. Future studies examining the maturation of synaptic
connections between transplanted and endogenous neurons could ad-
dress this question through use of trans-synaptic tracing methods
(Falkner et al., 2016; Grealish et al., 2015). Furthermore, future in-
vestigators may test functional integration into host brain circuits by
directly activating transplanted cells using optogenetic stimulation
while recording from endogenous excitatory cells (Cunningham et al.,
2014; Henderson et al., 2014; Nicholas et al., 2013; Steinbeck et al.,
2015).
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